
WE’VE ALWAYS 
GOT YOUR BACK.

TESTIMONIALS

Hannes Laurence, JHL Machine Hiring Mining Services

“The CVA offering works a lot better than the loose parts 
we purchased before.

We don’t order parts we don’t need anymore, and the 
parts we do need are 
always available. 

We make use of oil samples for preventative mainte-
nance which definitely saves us money in the long run 
and we plan to make use of the Cat Daily Connectivity 
offering in the future which will save time and up our 
productivity 
and efficiency.

 The Barloworld Bellville team, sales, product support, 
parts, finances and of course the equipment has always 
been good to JHL Machine Hire and that is why we will 
stay loyal.”

DonkerBos Boerdery

“The CVA agreement has many benefits for our 
business. The kits make it easier to determine what 
needs to be done on our 250/500/750 hour services, 
the parts are readily available and SOS sampling and 
machine inspections help us budget for repairs.

It is also convenient that some of our parts orders are 
delivered on the farm monthly when the aftersales 
representative visits.

Over all, we are satisfied with the service, parts and 
advice provided from the Barloworld Equipment 
Bellville team.”

Derek Rall, Plant Engineer, NCT Forestry.

“During our ship loading operations, it is critical that the 
machines run at peak performance 24 hours a day. 
Maintenance and upkeep is very important and that is 
why we rely on Barloworld to service and maintain our 
machines. By having a service contract in place, parts, 
labour and travel are fixed at the best possible price 
ensuring the most cost-effective options for us reducing 
cross checking of items required, which saves us time.

The fixed prices also mean less surprise costs.”

Riaan Kymdell, Hire Cor

“I would like to thank Barloworld for their commit-
ment and after sales dedication to their product.

The CVA I have with Barloworld gives me the oppor-
tunity to service my own machines under their direct 
supervision, saving me money in the long run. It also 
keeps my workshop connected to the machines and 
operators and makes it easier for us to assist where 
needed. In return, Barloworld does the major 
services and gives us proper feedback as to the 
longevity of the machine. In our current market 
situation, replacing these machines becomes 
increasingly di�cult and we as a company need to 
maximise the lifespan of the machine to show any 
pro�t margin.”



Sabelo Mziza, Chief Operating Officer, DM Minerals Group

“DM Minerals Group™ performs bulk material handling and tailings dam operations with our yellow plant, where machine 
availability is a key performance area. The Cat CVA with its full service contract helps us to achieve high availabilities and 
the scheduling reminders from the VisionLink Alert Manager helps ensure that no services are missed. 

We are able to predict and manage costs better, due to the lower rates offered on the parts and services provided. The 
VisionLink reports give an indication of each machine’s productivity and fuel consumption, which affects our position on 
the cost curve. 

We also benefit from the SOS monitoring reports where oils samples are analysed to give us an indication of our 
machines’ health. The ECA Monitor sends error messages when there is an issue with any of the machines and we are 
able to stop and respond to it quickly before damage is incurred on the machines. This allows for sustained productivity 
with our Cat machines.”


